BARCELONA

BARCELONA
Armchair

Design by Richard Frinier | Item code: 027001 | Weight 7 kg /16 lbs | Volume 0,34 m³/12 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 0,63 m /2.00 yd (plain fabric only)
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Collection: Conceived as an homage to one of Europe´s most dynamic, design-conscious cities, Richard Frinier´s
BARCELONA captures the delicate balance of tradition and modernity that has long characterized its namesake. The
collection´s generous proportions and subtle weave suggest a graciousness and attention to detail worthy of the Catalan capital itself.
Armchair: Hand-woven from top to bottom and featuring a comfortable seat cushion, the BARCELONA Armchair is
characterized by a distinctive mix of clean, crisp lines and subtle curves.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Generously proportioned, dynamic, organic, traditional yet modern
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed.

Fiber standard

Additional items

Cushion

Item code: 95027001 + fabric code
040
bronze

083
chalk

Cover

Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

56027001000

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
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BARCELONA
Lounge chair

Design by Richard Frinier | Item code: 027005 | Weight 10 kg /23 lbs | Volume 0,54 m³/19 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 1,65 m /3.00 yd (plain fabric only)
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Collection: Conceived as an homage to one of Europe´s most dynamic, design-conscious cities, Richard Frinier´s
BARCELONA captures the delicate balance of tradition and modernity that has long characterized its namesake. The
collection´s generous proportions and subtle weave suggest a graciousness and attention to detail worthy of the Catalan capital itself.
Lounge chair: Hand-woven from top to bottom and featuring a comfortable seat and back cushion, the BARCELONA
Lounge chair is characterized by a mix of clean, crisp lines and subtle curves.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Generously proportioned, dynamic, organic, traditional yet modern
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed.

Fiber standard

Additional items

Cushion

Item code: 95027005 + fabric code
040
bronze

083
chalk

Cover

Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

56027005000

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
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BARCELONA
2-seater

Design by Richard Frinier | Item code: 027012 | Weight 15 kg /33 lbs | Volume 1,1 m³/39 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 3,04 m /4.50 yd (plain fabric only)
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Collection: Conceived as an homage to one of Europe´s most dynamic, design-conscious cities, Richard Frinier´s
BARCELONA captures the delicate balance of tradition and modernity that has long characterized its namesake. The
collection´s generous proportions and subtle weave suggest a graciousness and attention to detail worthy of the
Catalan capital itself.
2-seater: Hand-woven from top to bottom and featuring comfortable seat and back cushions, the BARCELONA
2-seater is characterized by a mix of clean, crisp lines and subtle curves.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Generously proportioned, dynamic, organic, traditional yet modern
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed.

Fiber standard

Optional fibers

Additional items

Cushion

Item code: 95027012
040
bronze

083
chalk

110
basalto

093
taupe

Cover

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
0118

Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

BARCELONA

Beach chair adjustable, incl. wheels
Design by Richard Frinier | Item code: 027020 | Weight 19 kg /42 lbs | Volume 0,6 m³/22 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 4,27 m /5.00 yd (plain fabric only)
Measurements

Collection: Conceived as an homage to one of Europe´s most dynamic, design-conscious cities, Richard Frinier´s
BARCELONA captures the delicate balance of tradition and modernity that has long characterized its namesake.
The collection´s generous proportions and subtle weave suggest a graciousness and attention to detail worthy of the
Catalan capital itself.
Beach chair: This beach chair features a movable backrest and a convenient hidden basket for storing and protecting
personal items.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Generously proportioned, dynamic, organic, traditional yet modern
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed.

Fiber standard

Optional fibers

Additional items

Special features

Cushion

Item code: 95027020
040
bronze

083
chalk

110
basalto

093
taupe

Incl. „Connector” piece
for secure connection of
individual sections

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
0118

Cover

The furniture is fitted with wheels.

Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

BARCELONA
Footstool / coffee table

Design by Richard Frinier | Item code: 027037 | Weight 7,5 kg /17 lbs | Volume 0,2 m³/8 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 1,70 m /2.50 yd (plain fabric only)
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Collection: Conceived as an homage to one of Europe´s most dynamic, design-conscious cities, Richard Frinier´s
BARCELONA captures the delicate balance of tradition and modernity that has long characterized its namesake.
The collection´s generous proportions and subtle weave suggest a graciousness and attention to detail worthy of the
Catalan capital itself.
Footstool / Coffee table: This footstool can stand alone, be combine with a corner module to create a daybed effect
or serve as a coffee table.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Generously proportioned, dynamic, organic, traditional yet modern
Options: This item may be used as a coffee table when the cushion is removed and replaced with a tabletop.
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed.
Fiber standard

Optional fibers

Additional items

Cushion

Tabletop

Item code: 95027037
040
bronze

083
chalk

110
basalto

093
taupe

Clear glass top

Incl. „Connector” piece
for secure connection of
individual sections

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
0118

Cover

Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

Item code: 22226082000

BARCELONA
Dining table

Design by Richard Frinier | Item code: 227270 | Weight 25 kg /56 lbs | Volume 0,75 m³/26 cu ft
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Collection: Conceived as an homage to one of Europe´s most dynamic, design-conscious cities, Richard Frinier´s
BARCELONA captures the delicate balance of tradition and modernity that has long characterized its namesake. The
collection´s generous proportions and subtle weave suggest a graciousness and attention to detail worthy of the Catalan capital itself.
Dining table: With its clean, rectilinear form, the BARCELONA Dining table provides a subtle contrast to the curves of
the Armchairs. It comes with a satinated top of single -layer safety glass.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Item is electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber, with satinated glass tabletop set
inside the frame.
Characteristics: Generously proportioned, dynamic, organic, traditional yet modern
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

Fiber standard

Additional items

Special features

Tabletop

Satinated glass top

22227075000

040
bronze

083
chalk

Cover

56027076000

The furniture is fitted with
sliding mechanisms for height
adjustment.

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
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BARCELONA
Dining table

Design by Richard Frinier | Item code: 227120 | Weight 44 kg /98 lbs | Volume 1,5 m³/53 cu ft
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Collection: Conceived as an homage to one of Europe´s most dynamic, design-conscious cities, Richard Frinier´s
BARCELONA captures the delicate balance of tradition and modernity that has long characterized its namesake. The
collection´s generous proportions and subtle weave suggest a graciousness and attention to detail worthy of the Catalan capital itself.
Dining table: With its clean, rectilinear form, the BARCELONA Dining table provides a subtle contrast to the curves of
the Armchairs. It comes with a satinated top of single -layer safety glass.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Item is electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber, with satinated glass tabletop set
inside the frame.
Characteristics: Generously proportioned, dynamic, organic, traditional yet modern
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

Fiber standard

Additional items

Special features

Tabletop

Satinated glass top

22227065000

040
bronze

083
chalk

Cover

56027066000

The furniture is fitted with
sliding mechanisms for height
adjustment.

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
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